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INTRODUCTION 

 

I think we can all agree that marketing and promotions are exhausting 

endeavors. That one word: Marketing, as it stands by itself, is very 

intimidating. Not because it’s scary, but because it’s so vague. There are 

so many different ways to market, which one do you choose? Which ones 

actually work? Put some flyers on windshields? Put a chalkboard out on 

the sidewalk with some clever quote?  

 

You could spend years trying to decide how to market and get people 

into your establishment. This is not only true of our industry but of all 

industries. If you look online you’ll find thousands of people claiming that 

they are media gurus and marketing expert, but I have as much trust in 

them as I do in my dog when I leave the room with a rib-eye sitting on the 

table. 

 

And why is that? Because it’s so goddamn hard to measure. I mean, there 

are ways to measure with codes you put on coupons or if they have to say 

they saw you on Facebook in order to receive their discount, but the 

ongoing measurement of these deals is exhausting and leaves you 

chewing your nails until your fingers are bleeding nubs while you try to 

figure out if it’s all worth it or not.  

 



	  

	  

With that said, this is not an all-encompassing marketing guide. Facebook 

and e-mail marketing are two of the most powerful things you can do, and 

we cover those in other training series. For now, let’s take that first step 

and look at promotions, because even though their old school, they work. 

And they work because they possess novelty. Something new, and people 

get super-excited things that are new and shiny, like a cat chasing a light 

on a wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

	  

The BIG Black Book of Bar Promotions 

There are no two ways about it, the competition to gain customers and 
get them to give up their hard earned money is fierce among bars and 
restaurants.  

If you aren't creative and think up ways to pull them in, you might as well 
pack your shit and close up shop because your job as a bar/restaurant 
owner is to provide an experience that exceeds your guests expectations, 
and if their experience at your bar involves watching a Tuesday night 
tennis match on the tv while the bar across the street is rocking Tuesday 
night blues (cue crickets here), pour yourself a beer to cry in because you 
won't have guests for long. 

With that said, customer service is still top dog in keeping your guests 
coming back for more, but here are the top bar promotions that I've seen 
work in multiple bars over several years that will help make it rain in your 
bar and attract money like a magnet. In other words, they are tried and 
true and will turn people’s attention your way like sharks to blood. 

 

 

 



	  

	  

1. Customized engraved mugs membership program. This one takes 
some involvement on your part, but it is as badass as it gets when it 
comes to bar promotions. I'm talking a Viking-like kind of bad-ass-ness, 
which is exactly what you'll feel like when you hoist your personalized 
copper or tin mug to the sky to toast your comrades while discussing 
village pillaging and horned helmets.  

I've seen this work best for a draft beer club, but you can use it in anyway 
you want. Basically after a regular drinks 100 draft beers (or whatever you 
decide) they get their name engraved on the mug and they leave it at the 
bar.  

Every time they come in, you pull their mug off the shelf and fill it up with 
their favorite frothy draft or grog or whatever else makes them feel manly. 
This promotion creates a deep customer loyalty unlike any other bar 
promotion I've seen, similar to frequent flier miles for an airline. 

 

2. Host a weekly or monthly tournament. This is best to do during the 
beginning or middle of the week to draw people in. It could be anything 
that appeals to the competitive: darts, poker, pool, corn hole, beer pong. 
As long as you have an organized, energetic person running it, 
tournament night can turn huge. 

 

3. Flip off Mondays (or whatever day). This is for the laziest bar owner in 
the world who's idea of promotion is to stand on the sidewalk out front 
and yell, "Hey! Come here!"    

This promotion requires you obtaining a coin of some sort and getting the 
word out. That's it, but people love it. When guests first come in, you flip 
a coin for them, which they call in the air. If they're right, their first drink is 
$0.25, if not, full price. So simple a bear on a unicycle could run it. 



	  

	  

4. Bartending classes. In case you haven't noticed, commoners secretly 
fantasize about being a bartender, even if only for a weekend. Like going 
to rock 'n roll fantasy camp.  

Of course you'll need to have someone on staff capable of delivering 
dynamic lessons and who actually knows what he/she is doing, but like the 
engraved mugs, this particular promotion is a differentiator that people 
won't forget, not to mention all the people they will mention it to. 

 

5. Trivia or karaoke night. Sure, it's cliché, but then again so is denim and 
look how long that's been around. This falls under the category of "If it 
ain't broke don't fix it." 

 

6. Amazing Race. Putting on an Amazing Race can be a colossal task, but 
the rewards can be just as immense because the word of mouth lasts for 
months after, which means your bar is on the tongue and lips of local 
yokels for a long time to come. The best way to go about putting on such 
a race is to scour the internet for competition ideas and then set up a 
small race in your area.  

A good thing to do is work with other bars and set up some of the 
competitions in their bar. This creates good camaraderie with your fellow 
bar owners, and your guests will love it too.  

The only problem you'll have is the former competitors will keep asking 
you when the next one is until you’ll have to scream at them to get off 
your back already. 

 

7. Giant games. For whatever reason, the novelty of gigantic chess pieces, 
Jenga blocks and Connect Four pieces gets people more excited than 
birders spotting a red-breasted, web-footed merganser. 



	  

	  

 

8. Sex night. It sounds better than it is, but there's no reason why it can't 
turn into what you're imagining after you leave the bar. It's best if you 
have a sex cocktail list made up with all the drink specials printed on 
there: Blow Job shots, Screaming Orgasm, Sex on the Beach, Panty-
droppers, etc. The subliminal power of the cocktail list alone will save you 
the pain of embarrassing yourself with horrible pick-up lines, if you're into 
that sort of thing. 

 

9. Industry night. In general, bartenders love industry night because it 
means people who work in the bar and restaurant industry in the area will 
come in and get discounts on drinks, and tip gargantuan amounts of 
money because it is one of their own. The main criteria for this is to get a 
paycheck stub and ID for anyone you don't know so it proves that they 
indeed do work in the industry. 

10. Sports pools. Whether you love them or hate them, sports make the 
world go around when it comes to leisure time activities, and if you want 
to take advantage of that all you have to do is gasoline that fire by doing 
some football squares, March Madness Pools, etc, etc, etc. Better yet, if 
you can pencil in the time, run a fantasy football league and give 
discounts to those who are in the league when they come in to watch the 
games. 

 

11. Animal races. Animal races are fricking awesome, assuming of course 
no animals are harmed during the production of the promotion. You can 
use anything, from hermit crabs to turtles to (my personal favorite) 
goldfish. Just make sure that you give the animals a good home during 
the days they aren't competing and that you don't invite any PETA 
members because they will go all Glenn Close in Fatal Attraction on you 
(except they won't boil your bunny of course). 



	  

	  

12. Winter is Coming (The Game of Thrones Promo).  This of course only 
applies to bars that are located in wintry areas, but that’s quite a few. And 
during the winter months in places like Michigan and Minnesota, all most 
people want to do is curl up on their couch with a bottle of wine (or three) 
and cry themselves to sleep or pop a few of their prescription depression 
pills. However, if you give them a good reason to get out, they will come 
running. 

How this works is for every 6 inches (or 3 or 4 or whatever you decide), 
they get $1 off their drink. Just make sure to have a minimum price they 
have to pay so you don’t go broke (like $2-$3, depending on your 
demographic).  

To promote this, get creative and use some Game of Thrones references, 
as there are some fanatic watchers, and fanaticism creates flocking like 
you’ve never seen. 

 

13. Give Away a Scooter. Yeah, a scooter. I said it. You know why? 
Because they’re fairly affordable. You can buy one for $1,500 - $2,000. 
That might sound like a lot of cash to drop, but the bars that have done 
this promo have shown a 45% increase in foot traffic, and since the promo 
runs for the entire month, that’s thousands of dollars in extra sales, not to 
mention word of mouth. 

How it works is everyone gets to do one entry every day for the month, 
which in turn gets them coming back again and again. You then draw out 
one qualifier per day and throw out the rest.  

The 30 who qualify at the end of the month all get a key, but only one will 
start the scooter. The contestants try one by one to start it until you find a 
winner, who gets to come back the next day to pick it up because he/she 
will probably be wasted at the time. 

14. Guest Bartender Night for Charity During Christmas (or anytime really).  
Brings in new people who know the bartender. Word of mouth. Helps out 



	  

	  

a good cause, which is Karma points up the wazoo. And it rallies the 
community around you, and how the community views you is a powerful 
thing. 

15. Host a Golf Tournament. This can take some planning, but it can have 
big results. If you have someone who has a knack for event planning, this 
is great. Get people to sign up for the tournament (you could even have it 
benefit something which gets you more props from the community), and 
make sure to tell them that once they finish the tourney to bring their 
score card back for a free drink or 50% off an app or whatever. This way 
they show up again to spend more money. 

16. Cocktails and Spa Day. This really caters to the women, which is great, 
because you can’t legally advertise Ladies Night because it is considered 
to be discrimination even though that could apply to just about anything, 
i.e. Policeman’s night, and then the firefighters would go all ballistic 
because they were excluded. 

 

Ok, getting off topic here. For Cocktails and Spa Day, you can have 
specialty drinks named after spa-related activities: The Manicure Mai Tai, 
The Pedicure Peach Fizz, etc.  

 

And then hire a mobile manicurist/pedicurist to come in and provide the 
actual spa services, which you could charge at a discounted rate because 
this person will want the exposure.  

 

17. One Hit Wonder Night. Oh yeah! Nothing like a little Take on Me by 
A-Ha to get you all fired up to dance it up and guzzle down a few 
brewskis. People love one-hit wonders and they love the 80’s which is 
good, because 98% of the one-hit wonders seem to have come from that 
decade alone. 

 

18. Spin the Wheel. This is like a mini Wheel of Fortune wheel, but first, 
you have to buy a wheel, which you can find online. Then you write in the 



	  

	  

little triangles the prizes a guest will receive when they spin it (free beer, 
50% an app, gift card, etc).  

 

The wheel can be used at any time you want, but it works really good 
during sports for when the local team scores a touchdown or hits a home 
run, someone gets to come spin the wheel and then everyone can chant 
“No Whammies, No Whammies.” Wait, wrong game. 

 

Also helps if you have a Vanna White to clap and turn squares that light 
up. 

 

19. Home Run Derby. As we just referred to in the last promo, if you have 
a local baseball team people come watch, you can give out something for 
every time the home team hits a homerun. You could do it with strikeouts 
too if the reward is small. 

 

20. National Fun Days. There are so many national days to celebrate 
stupid crap it makes me want to vomit all over my Air Jordan’s, but you 
can take advantage to get people to come to your bar, and it’s actually 
quite fun. For example, there is a national Tweed Day. Have everyone 
wear their favorite tweed article of clothing and give them a discount. You 
could even do an ugly Christmas sweater day in July, which is actually a 
completely different promotion, so look-y there. You got a bonus 
promotion. You’re welcome. 

 

21. All National Alcohol Days. Piggy-backing on #20, make sure to hit up 
any national day that has to do with alcohol. There’s national beer day, 
national rum day, national whiskey sour day, national whiskey heritage 
day. The list goes on and on. Post it on Facebook that you are celebrating 
those days and create special drinks for them. 

 



	  

	  

22. Disco Night. Groovy baby! Who doesn’t like to dress up in a white 
leather rhinestone jumpsuit and go all John Travolta on everyone? 
Nobody I know. Tell everyone to dust off their 70’s garb and then get 
ready to blast some disco for them and have some cocktails names that 
align with the theme: i.e. The Super Freak, the Studio 54, etc. 

Greg Brady would be proud. 

 

23. 80’s Night. Ok, so this is kind of the same thing as Disco Night but in a 
different decade, but we gave you a free one earlier, so we’re even now.  

If there’s anything people like to relive more than the disco era, it’s big 
hair, 50 arm bracelets, Members Only jackets and leg warmers of the 80’s. 
With the 80’s there are so many options to dress up as, from Flock of 
Seagulls to Skid Row.  

Then throw on the 80’s music and whip up some cocktails (actually, the 
band names alone would be good names….the Boy George, the Bon 
Jovi, etc).  

 

Then we suggest having a sign made that one of your liquor/beer vendors 
pays for because you can promote their products, and have it posted out 
front saying “Welcome to the Jungle, Baby!” a-la Guns N’ Roses. 

 

24. Create Leagues. You can do a league for just about anything your 
imagination can conjure up: Beer Pong, corn hole, poker, fantasy football, 
quarters, Tiddlywinks. Have them pay an entry fee (it means they have skin 
in the game so they will want to show up to get their money’s worth) and 
run it for 8 - 10 weeks or so on a slower night, and on that night you will 
have a good crowd coming in. 

 

25. Loyalty Cards. This has been around for awhile, and it still works. It 
also allows you to ask for their email address, which is great for marketing 
(but that’s another subject).  



	  

	  

There is great technology these days to run loyalty programs so the 
guests don’t have to carry around a ratty old hole-punch card that they 
will most likely lose. 5-Star is one of them. All you need is their information 
and you can punch it up on the POS every time. Very cool. 

 

26. Poker Night. Even though the Texas Holdem craze has cooled a bit, 
people still love poker. Run this promotion on a Monday night and hold a 
Texas Holdem tournament style.  

Winner receives a $100 gift card and a night out with Doyle Brunson. Ok, 
no Doyle, unless you know him personally, but this will work anyways, and 
during the night the participants will eat and drink while they play. 

 

27. Singles Night. This has good possibilities, as long as you don’t mind a 
bunch of douchebags in your bar looking to score. And that’s why I said it 
has possibility: you need women in order to pull this off or you’ll have 125 
guys standing around with their beers going, “This sucks.” 

Singles night appeals to the men because they have filthy minds and will 
attend anything if they think it will get them laid. It appeals to the women 
because they are tired of being lonely and drinking alone and would like 
some companionship.  

If either of those statements offends you and your gender, you can 
go…nevermind. 

 

28. Tinder Night. This takes the previous promotion to another level of 
straightforwardness. It says, “We are not here to find love. We just want to 
get our jollies off with someone who is of similar attractiveness and who 
hopefully does not have an STD, no strings attached. 

I’ve seen this one work with amazing results, so don’t write it off. You can 
use it to create some cool cocktails, like The Swipe Right or The One-
Night-Stand. 

 



	  

	  

29. Offer Bachelorette and Bachelor Party Packages. These parties are 
happening ALL THE TIME, so don’t miss out. Put together a cool package 
so it’s ready when someone tells you they’re coming in. To do this you can 
go to a naughty novelty store and pick up little penis straws and funny 
badges, and then offer the bride/groom certain discounts. 

Make sure to advertise for this continuously on Facebook, your website 
and newsletter if you have one. 

 

30. Weekly Dance Instruction. If you’re already a dance venue, this aligns 
with your theme perfectly. Again, if you use someone locally who wants to 
grown their dance class business, you can probably get them for cheap 
since it benefits them as well. 

With this one you can do any style you’d like: Salsa, hip-hop, ballroom, 
etc. 

 

31. Draw a Number. If you have the wheel, you can spin the wheel for this. 
If not, simply put as many numbers in a hat that you have seats in your 
place, but you’ll need to place numbers  on your seats as well (underneath 
is good), so it’ll take a little work. However, once you have them 
numbered, you can do this promotion multiple times.  

Then simply pull a number out the hat and whoever is sitting in the chair 
with that number wins whatever you choose. If you have small prizes, you 
can do multiple drawings.  

It’s mindless, which is good for you, but the crowd loves it because they’re 
winning something.  

 

32. Oscar/Emmy Night.  Nothing new here, but I bet you haven’t tried it 
yet. If you have, my apologies for popping off.  

For Oscar/Emmy night, you can place a red carpet outside your place, and 
then offer prizes for best dressed, and if you’re really creative, you can 
probably even get some cheap statues and hand them out like awards. 



	  

	  

Also have the guests fill out a sheet to guess the winners, most points 
wins. 

 

33. Host Wine Tastings.  Local wine places will drool on their shirts in 
order to have the opportunity to have people taste their wine while 
educating them, so you shouldn’t even have to pay for this promotion. 
You can do a similar thing and host a beer fest with the beer vendors.  

There, I gave you another freebie. I’m up one. 

 

34. Military Appreciation Day. Who doesn’t love an opportunity to show 
appreciation to the men and women who put their lives in grave danger 
while we all sat around and bitched about how many bars we have on our 
iPhones and the lack of service we were getting?  

This is a great opportunity to have a day outside of Memorial and 
Veterans Day to show how much we care. Free stuff for military people, 
and bonus points for those who weren’t in the military but dressed up in a 
uniform or camouflage. 

 

35. Annual B-Day Party for Your Bar.  Don’t miss out on an opportunity to 
throw a gala for your bar/restaurant. Gather up the party committee and 
plan something awesome. Have games, rent a DJ or some oil wrestlers. 
Whatever you like. 

Hmmmm…oil wrestlers. That’s a new one. The ideas are pouring out of 
me now. 

 

36. Corn Hole Toss.  Corn hole is one of those basic, mindless games that 
is totally frickin’ AWESOME. You can play it for hours and not get board. 
Just having corn hole on the premises for anyone to play at anytime will 
help your business, but incorporating a competition with the winner 
receiving a prize/discount is even better. 

 



	  

	  

37. Music Bingo. I prefer hard rock, but you can use any type of music to 
incorporate into this promotion. Better yet, change it up from week to 
week.  

There’s two ways to go about it: the crowd either has to name the band or 
the song, with the former being much harder because the name of the 
song will usually be embedded somewhere in the song. 

Or, you can have them name the song and if they don’t know you can just 
give it to them. After all, when you play real bingo they don’t make B3 
some Da vinci Code mystery. 

 

38. Beer Pong Tourney.  Let me make something clear right now. REAL 
beer pong involves a ping pong table and paddles, and you have to hit 
the cup with the ball, not throw it at the cups like a carnival. It takes actual 
skill to play real beer pong. 

With that said, I know that the new wave of youngsters plays the kind 
where you throw the ball into the cups, which is fine because nobody has 
room to store a ping pong table in his/her bar. 

At any rate, run this thing tournament style with the winners moving on 
until they are too drunk to know their own names. 

 

39. Free Glass Night. Your beer vendors are usually happy to help with 
this. They give you a couple cases of glasses with a Blue Moon logo on 
them and you offer Blue Moon at a discount as a promotion and if moves 
faster and then you have to order more kegs of Blue Moon from you 
vendor.  

It’s called the circle of love.  

 

40. Power Hour.  Power Hour has been around forever, but it’s always 
good to bring back a classic. It’s simple but effective:  For one hour (of 
your choosing) you offer some insane discount, or whatever discount you 
want, but since it’s only one hour, the deal is usually pretty damn good. 
Like a condensed Happy Hour. 



	  

	  

So that means take something that doesn’t cost you too much, like PBR, 
and offer pints of PBR (or you could even get 12 oz. plastic cups to save 
more) for $.50 between 5:00 – 6:00 on Mondays and Wednesdays (or 
whatever rules you make up). 

 

41. First One to Pee.  This brings me back to my college days at Chico 
State, and I’m telling you right now, people LOVE it. 

Let me rephrase that. 21 year olds love it. Not so sure about 60 year old 
ladies. Besides, they could cheat with their Depends, which gives me a 
great idea the next time I head back to Chico. At any rate,  make sure you 
have the right demographic when doing this. 

How this works is at a designated time (5:00 p.m.) the bathrooms and the 
exits are guarded by your staff. This works similarly to the Power Hour 
promotion. For as long as nobody goes pee, whatever beer you choose is 
whatever price you choose ($0.50).  

But as soon as someone breaks down to go pee, the price break is over. 
This includes going outside, even if they say they don’t have to pee, 
because trust me, they will. 

What’s great about this promotion is all the people cheering and urging 
people to hold it, and once they can’t hold it any longer, that person 
becomes the goat for the night. Very fun. 

 

42. Jaded Valentines Day.  If you have a nice place that gets packed for 
Valentines Day, don’t touch this promotion. Just do what you do. But if 
you’re a bar that doesn’t attract a big crowd on that night, you can hold a 
promotion for all the bitter single people out there who still want to go 
out after their finished cleaning up all the mascara running down their 
cheeks from their sobs of despair. 

With this promotion you can have some creative cocktails like The Bitter 
Ex-Girlfriend or Loneliness & Despair. 

And who knows, your promotion just might be the thing that helps two 
people find true love. 



	  

	  

 

43. Bob Marley Day (Feb 6).  What else do you need to know? Play some 
reggae, dress in hippie clothes, and be cool man. Just be careful that 
people don’t take it too far and start smoking the funny green stuff on 
your back patio. 

 

44. Football Squares.  It’s been around forever because people love to 
gamble. Doing weekly football squares for the local NFL team, or any NFL 
team if you don’t have a local one, is super fun. $5 per square works fine, 
but for the Super Bowl it’s common for bars to sell squares for $100 for a 
giant payout. That alone will guarantee that people show up to your bar 
on Superbowl Sunday. 

 

45. Reverse Happy Hour.  Many bars that stay open later have gone to 
this on week nights that are slower to entice people to come out at times 
they normally wouldn’t, or if they are out, it gives them a reason to choose 
your place if they were on the fence about it, because most other places 
don’t offer a happy hour at that time. 

Reverse happy hour times are typically 9:00 p.m. – midnight, or later. 

 

46. Olympic Specials.  Ok, I know this only comes once every few years, 
but at least now they stagger the winter and summer Olympics, so you 
can take advantage of it more often.  

Most bars will show the Olympics, but you can capitalize on making it 
more fun by holding a beer Olympics and handing out medals to the 
winners. And once again, create some shots or cocktails that go along 
with the theme:  The Triple-Axel, the Luge, etc. 

 

47. Maui Maui Night.  Surf’s up. Take people on a little vacation to your 
imaginary land of Hawaii. Prizes for best dressed in grass skirts and bikinis, 
and don’t forget to lei them. 



	  

	  

Drinks should be easy for this one since there are so many tropical ones. If 
you really want to go for it get some tiki torches and roast a pig. 

 

48. Half Off Bottles of Wine Night. Nothing that moves the needle, but it’s 
easy to do and if you’re in a wine lover’s area, you could accumulate a 
decent crowd. 

 

49. March Madness.  All sporting events should be taken advantage of, 
but the Superbowl and March Madness are two of the biggies, and in my 
opinion, March Madness is even bigger because it runs for three weeks 
and for the first two weeks it’s on 4 days in a row. 

The obvious play here is to do something with the brackets. Have anyone 
who wants to fill out a bracket and then create a point system so that top 
three winners get something.  

Placing a giant bracket on the wall where you can write in the winners is 
great to have as well. If you have a local team in the tournament, take 
advantage and do specials during their games. 

 

50. Celebrate Other Countries & Cultures. This one is quite fun, because 
you can choose any country on the globe, learn about their culture a little 
and then create a theme promotion based on their society.  

It’s easy to pick a country like Mexico and serve tacos and margaritas, but 
get creative here. Brazil is a good one because they have Caipirinhas 
which are quite tasty. I suggest to challenge yourself and find a less 
obvious country and create a day to celebrate it. You can even have your 
employees dress up like the culture, which they will love you for, because 
it means they will get to go out and shop for an outfit they will never wear 
agin. 

 

51. Selfie Contest. A.K.A. the Kardashian Contest.  The good thing about 
this one is you don’t have to prepare anything. You just need to promote 
it, and the results can be powerful.  



	  

	  

Your guests must take a selfie at your place having fun and then they must 
post it on Facebook. Having dozens of selfies of people at your place 
having fun can get around quickly and get your bar/restaurant some 
instant buzz. 

Have a prize for the winner for best selfie, and if they capture a selfie 
WITH a Kardashian at your place, they get to simply have the bar because 
that’s amazing. 

 

That’s the end of our BIG Black Book of Promotions. Now, in order for 
your promotions to be effective, you need people to actually participate, 
and to get them to participate, they need to know about them, which 
means you need to promote your promotions, and the best way to do 
that is Facebook targeting.  

If you don’t know about Facebook targeting, or it’s intimidating to you, 
contact us, as we have a free video teaching you how to use the Power 
Editor and Ads Manager inside Facebook to target people who go out to 
bars and restaurants all the time. It’s freaky-powerful stuff, and you can 
increase your traffic and sales by 25% using this method. 

 

Good luck, and happy promoting. 

 

Cheers, until next time, 

 

Dave, The RB 

 

 

 


